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BSTRACT

LBBUSS fhe problem of gauge hierarchy in

Grana Unified ?h9oriea using e toy aodel v.ith 0(N)

syrjretry '-" «•nn.^-ri+o mr. o4re»oT-a;-.̂ « -tfr shor.»rthst there

is no encapa to the unnetural adjustment of coupling

constants, made only after the computation of several

orders in perturbation theory is performed. ™a Aoirr-'̂ nt

jche propositions of some authors on ways to overcome the

hierarchy



1. INTRODUCTION

The unification of the strong and eletrov.eak

'interactions, described by Quantum Chronodynamics and the

7.'einber£-SalaiE-31a8how model, into a single structure, the

íírsnd Unified Theory (8UT) (Langacker 1980), predicts new

physics at the scale of 1C 3ev. This scale characterize

the gauge syrrjnetry braekdov.n of the 5UT, bellow v:hich the

interaction split into strong and eletroweak. On the other

hand, the eletroweak theory suffers also a syjanetry

breakdown at the scale of about 100 Sev. Explaining such

a large difference in scale is the so called gauge hierarchy

problem (Sildener 1976). The usual v;ay to implement a

symrsstry breaking into a gauge theory is through the Higgs

iriecharjfiE, However, introducing this mechanism simultaneously

to b r X two symmetries at such a wide scale separation

reqi .i f. the assumption of a fine tunning of some of the

Hig;? -ararr.eters up tc 24 significant digits. In order to

do 1- J.S fine tunning one must calculate the perturbhtive

co- jctions up to O&t^'J-io2, where L is the number of

loc]s, before adjusting the coupling constants.

After the pioneer work of Gildener (1976), pointing

out t:he existence of a bound of <t% at each order in

psrttjrbcition theory, on the ratio of the irasses of the light

to heavy g&uga bosons, several authors (Kalaslinikov and

nir-.cv 1978,:-'ahanthappa end Unger 1978, T'ahanthapya et al

1979) have ej:arine3 thi3 quastion and pro^osad navv v/aya to

i-.jjrov3 hierarchy. V.'e examine this probleirj &nd t;how that

there is no escape to the unnatural fine tunning of the

parar-sters in the Kiôfís potential. V/e choose a sir.ple rcodel

v.ith a 0(N) gauge syirjretry to illustrate this point and
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do explicit calculations up to one loop.

Yieinbarg (1979) has shown which are the necessary

and sufficient conditions which must be obeyed by a theory

in order to develop a large hierarchy. In this work at

least the light gauge meson must adquire its JIB3S through

radiative corrections. In a SU(5) model it has been shown

that when both scales of syjnretry breakdown are generated

through radiativs corrections, ons cannot evade the problem

of calculating corrections before adjusting the coupling

parameters (Ellis et âl 1930). We discuss the hierarchy

problem in the O(N) model when the light symmetry breaking

mass scale is induced by radiative corrections.

In section 2, ire define our toy model and state

the hierarchy problem in it. Vie perform the one loop

correction to the effective potential and show the first

terms in the fine tunning. This is followed in section 3

by a discussion of '«einberg's (1979) proposal to implement

a gauge hierarchy and show, using the 0(N) model as an

example, that here also one need a fine tunning of the

parameters. In section 4, v;e state our concluding remarks.

2. ONE LOOP CORRBCTIONS

We discuss the question of gauge hierarchies

choosing for simplicity a nod el v.ich has 0(N) as symmetry

group. This model has been previously studied by many authors

(Gildener 1976, Kahanthappa and Ungar 1978, I'ohapatra and

Senjenovic 1978) and is defined by the Lagrangian
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where X and «| are IJ-vector scalar fields, the fisld

strenght'tensor

tha covariant derivatives

and there is a reflexion syr.ir.etry ( «oCX.) • -"H-M) in the

scnlar fields potential.

V.'e v,ill assume conditions such that the vacuum

Bxpectstion value (vsv) <X> will be much larger th2n<«j> .

In fact, <}i> will cause ths oyirjsetry breaking of the grand

unification group 0(3) down to O(K-l), while <«j> will

break O(N-l) down to 0(N-2), at a scale of 0(10~12)

compared v:ith <X> • This last step in the symmetry

bra&king pattern corresponds to tha eletroweak synaretry

breaking in s. renlist ic giand unified nodel.

The stationary points of the scalar potential,

such that n|.j?!O » &re the solution of the equations

The solutions such that the syirinetry is bro'cen from 0(N)

to 0(K-2) are givsn by

* T í Í* ' f f - i*
Mi - t» ^ J U - V»

"Hiis s o l u t i o n v; i l l bs a £ lobn l iriinirun f o r f^JO » ~.ô w i l l

SSSUEB n l s o , t h a t f. ^ {, ond imi 1 «nt t o insure t h a t
1 & n d - (isfzV'a< l> < í» «ú/rm] so t h a t <^> i s r e a l .

Thsre are nrany suggestions on v;ays to

en hierarchy like M*/MÍ = <n*V<>*> = >0*4lt , at the tree level

in this problem (Gildener 1976, Kahanthappa and Unger 1978,

l
l

i
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T.'ohupatra and Senjanovie 1978, Kahnntheppa at al 1979),

e l l one hás to do i s adjust the parameters in

• ?S ~ frf* - ""' f» - *"í U (5)

If one takes the limit í,-o , then Mi/M* 2 I"*1*/I*1"»* and

one might conclude that by making ft and rm\ sufficiently

smaller than (t and «vtj the hierarchy problec is solved.

However, as Gildener (1980) has repeatedly pointed out,

even if J,.o at tree level, it still has a value of

corrming fron one loop corrections as the one depicted in

figure 1. At the sane t^ken the coupling constant cannot

be smaller than O(«c*J , beceuse of radiative corrections

similar to thoss to f, , and

_< „ Otfj (6)

In order to overconie this problem on the possible hierarchy,

the coupling constants must be adjusted up to the one loop

level. But then, there will be a bound at the two loop level,

so that this class of contributions must be taken into

account, and this go on up to 0(«i*')~ »0*rt , where Ll^iO) is

the nuir.ber of loops that roust be taken into account in order

to achieve the desired hierarchy. This can be shown explicitly

at the one loop level through a calculation of the effective

potential (Colercan and Vteinberg 1973, Vi'einbarg 1973, Jaekiw

1974).

Vie calculate the effective potential using the

standard techniques, as for-ulated by tTaekiw (1974). At the

one loop expansion this amounts to calculating the

functional logarithm of the determinant of an effective

propagator of the fields. This propagator is obtained by

taking the second functional derivative of the action and
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setting ths ncalar fields to a constant value. V."e .ire

interested in the case vrhera the symmetry is broken dov;n

to" 0(11-2), so that in deriving the effective propagator we

set all fields to zero, except for the two orthogonal

conponents o? X aR^ "[ * le* u s say "Ji1 "t̂ -i an^ Xi*%i>i* •

and then write dov.n the effective potential for "̂  and JC.

( X: snd "[' are given by (4) at the tree level ). The

effactive potential, calculated in the landau ^auge, in

the cne loop approximation is

v.here î  is a parameter introducad by the rer.orralization

conditions and
t

; )

) t ^ i * (•*"} * Í- jt** d <T) w ĵS • C- <*"h ft *f * \i h')»-^ • ! , (>tcs^ «i*;<"̂  f



The angles et and g , due to the diagonalization of

the scalars mass matrix, are

and

IB •- j ^Sh (JO)

The contribution in brekets in the effective potential (7)

are due to 217-1 massive gauge bosons; the Isst two terns

are the contribution coming from 23-2 Goldstone bosons;

either ths term .̂ j or A\H cones from an aditional Goldstone,

while the other, plus ^U and Mj are ths contributions due

to thrse physical Higgs boson. That either *lj or ^i is

associated to a Goldstone boson can be easily seen; one

replaces the value of vev of the scalar fields at the tree

level, given by eqs. (2) and (3) in (8), resulting

and also in the definition of the angle

which imply ta»n ̂:"l/jL or -//^ . Choosing either value for

'TfL/fl ̂  will sat one of >{* in (11) equal to zero and the

other to f, (/S'f).

To compute the solution to M/jJÍ1 ^ifàni'-° from

(7) would not be an aasy task, but we are only interested

in the corrsction to eq. (5), when <̂ :>AX-:> is very srall,

rruch less than 0(«t) . Taking this approximation and

taking /*!* to be <̂ *> v.e have the equations for the ainimuni

of the potential Vj ,

5 * ] s O
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with

r.-here we have used J/Mfi * «• . The ratio

shows that in order to have «iVX**- 0('Ô* ) *s n0* suficient to

sdj'ust •[jml - {j «nj s Ot to" ) , the corrections to I", and

!j must be taken into account. 3ut then once v.e have

E3Justed {, and {$ to the one loop order it becames necessary

to compute the two loop contributions and so on up to 0(>0 ),

which r.eans up to about ten loops. In this problem v.e can

fix ell parameters except for f5 , cor.pute all the necessary

corrections ( up to 10 loops ) and only after that tune

to achieve the desired hierarchy.

There is a sugsstion, by rohapatra and Cen^anovic

(1978) that an hierarchy can be achieved by imposing the

condition *n\ = U-i)<w«! , |ss0 and f,«.(t , so that

«{/l1 * {tfs^-l+ntfMiWh]-- fi/W-Jift . But of course terms

proportional to oc9 will spoil this hierarchy and at the

irost <*[/%l ~ 0(«ts). One can fix the parameters at this level,

but corrections froir, the next order will set the limit of

the possible hierarchy, and so, here also a fine tunning

after cor.puting & large nuuber of loops will be necessary.

v;e should stress that the lirdt set by the orâsr of the

corrections, in the possible hierarchy that can be attained,

imply that there ÍB no rr.e&ning in the sugestion (Sherry

1979 and 1980) of new constraints to be icpossd upon the

coupling constants, in order to prevent a zero mas3 for the
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lifjht bosons. The constraints are unecessary, since the

next order to tha level at v.hich the hierarchy is achieved,

.vfi.ll impose a natural limit on the nass of the light bosons.

3. SYI.3.12TEY 3REAKING THROUGH RADIATIY2 CORRECTIONS

Recently, Yieinberg (1979) has shown that the

necessary and sufficient conditions to attain an hierarchy,

is that some of the scalars, not in the Goldstone direction,

remain irassless after the spontaneous breakdown of the grand

unified syraetry.

The effective potential for the rassless fields

( at the tree level } is given by

with Ifttci1^̂  defined at some renorrcalization point 1̂ 1 = K.

If this potential has a direction «i 3uch that

then the field (}> will have a minimum <«J»̂ O in the direction

m and <<̂ >:O is a saddle point of the potential. The

minimum for <4> is driven by radiative corrections and the

potential in that direction has typically the form

K o I'

In a affective theory with a single J , the condition (16)

is achieved by looking for the solution to i(K»)'O» KO ia

found by applying the rar. ©realization group equations to

.[(11} t defined at soise grand unified mass M and evolving

it until that value Ko , which make C(n») vanish. The solution

will have the foro n,- 4 t*f[-(*tff(«))ÇM)] , v.hers FtM)-O(i) .

At the scale K« , the sassless scalar will acquire a mass

of that order, breaking the eyimetry group further dovm.
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To exBBiine this scheme in the 0(N) model, we make

fA^:o in the Lagrangian (1), so that the minimum of the

potential occurs at /*t «*?/f, . We must insure that the field

><T[ will not get a mass,

(18)

At the trae level this cean taking (j*fi,*o • Rext we nust

compute the one loop corrections to the potential and require

the condition H.̂  »o to be held. Writting down the effective

potential

roí + i

we car. see that to attain 'tVeinberg's condition at this level,

is fixed by

and K and M are the renorr.alir,ation points associated

with "| and ^ , respectively. V/e have allowed the

i7*• (jk "1%* - 25/É ) ^term remain in equation (19) although it

is rcuch snaller than any other term, to show how the field

v.ill adquirs iraas. V/hat is crucial to have an hierarchy is

th3 non coupling betv.-esn /« and % fields, or the requirsrcent

that --̂  tern: v;ill vanish. V.sre age in one zust cocpute all

contributions coining froai higher Ioop3 to the ffx*' cceficient

before imposing the condition that it is zero, what amounts

to do a fine tunning of L . If v.e now require that <"J> at

the real miniEum is Ko » *fi® renorralization condition

fixes
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. ftu.) = •iff'

•

the mass of the «| field to be

V
So given an initial value for f2 at the scale M , K« is

found by evolving it until the condition (21) is Eat.

Although this condition is slightly different froc the one

proposed by reinberg (1979), viz .LiM^o , Ko is still

related to M by

v.here again F is a constant of 0(1) related to the initial

values of (:<M) and ff(t\) .

Sachrajda (1981) has proposed a scheire to impose

gauge hierarchy based on an improved renormalization group.

Assuming the existence of hierarchy he search for solutions

to the renorn;alization group equations compatible with it.

He studies a theory analogous to the 0(N) model, but assume

it to ba Esssless at the tree level. He redefine the coupling

to take into account the condition (20), but taking

the right hand side to be zero, v.ich v/s have seen is

spoiled by the next order of perturbation theory, leading to

the sare problems stated before.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Y/e stre38 the feet that to achieve a gauge hierarchy

with a Higgs mechanism is unavoidable the unatural fine

tunning of parameters to a precision of about 24 significant

figures* Gauge hierarchy is not only a problem of 8 simple
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adjustment of the coupling constant at the tree level, but

rather a 'problem of calculating contributions up to a very

3.£rge number of loops to the effective potential in order

to do a fine tunning of the coupling constants. This only

reflects the fact that the eorjsunication between different

3C2lars occur at all orders through the gauge bosons ( and

scalar3 nlso ) and it must bs suppressed by appropriate

choice of parameters. !?o perturbative -ethod can overcome

this probleE. i"e bslieva that perheps dynamical mechanisms

for breaking the gauge syirjretry could have a chance of

avoiding the hierarchy problen (Prlrs 1981). There the

scale of symmetry breaking is controled by the evolution

of coupling constants, which brings exponential ratios

between scales in a natural way.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Pig. 1 - Contribution to A{ 3 •«• 0(«- )
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FIG.1
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